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Univ. to release more ball tickets
SA falls short
More than 750
of shared vision may come off
by Emily Cahn
Senior Staff Writer
Seven months after Student Association President
Vishal Aswani and Executive
Vice President Kyle Boyer
began their tenures as GW’s
top student leaders, they
have accomplished very few
of the goals outlined in their
shared vision.
The shared vision, distributed over the summer,
included a wide range of
goals such as the elimination of mandatory J Street
spending, the approval of

a student bill of rights, improvements in academic advising, an online test bank
and tutoring database and a
method to facilitate outside
funding of student organizations.
Aswani, a senior, is currently finalizing GdubStudyHub.com, which features
downloadable tests also held
in the SA’s Marvin Center
office. The Aswani administration also held the Unity
Ball last month to boost campus spirit, but the event was
mostly attended by members
See SA, p. 3

wait list
by Sarah Scire
Campus News Editor
The University has secured
additional space for the GW Inaugural Ball at the Omni Shoreham Hotel on Jan. 20, a University
spokeswoman said Friday.
GW was able to obtain space
in the hotel for at least 750 people
on a wait list, spokeswoman Tracy

Schario said. She declined to release more details until the University decides how to disperse the
sought-after tickets.
The wait list for tickets is more
than 1,500 people long, Schario
added. So far, the University has
sold nearly 4,000 tickets.
“The wait list is still going to be
longer than the number of tickets,”
she said. “But I can say that we
will be able to accommodate more
people.”
The hotel has seven ballrooms,
all of which are currently booked
for Jan. 20, according to the hotel’s
reception desk.
The Omni Shoreham is near

the Woodley Park-Zoo/Adams
Morgan Metro station, and the
University will provide continuous, free shuttle service to and from
the hotel throughout the night.
Tickets for the Jan. 20 event
sold out within 24 hours of going
on sale on Election Day. The high
demand has prompted students to
advertise tickets on Web sites like
Craigslist and eBay, some reaching more than $1,000 each, despite
originally selling for $85.
The Inaugural Ball has been a
University tradition since its inception in 1993. The incoming president is always invited to the event
but has never attended. Invitees

also include members of Congress,
the executive administration,
diplomats, GW students, faculty,
alumni, parents and University
benefactors. In 2005, about 4,000
people attended.
The black-tie event, hosted by
University President Steven Knapp
and organized by the GW Inaugural Ball Committee, will feature live
music, dancing, ongoing Inauguration Day coverage, and food and
drinks – including a cash bar.
The University has also secured discounts on tuxedo rentals
and salon services at specified locations around the city for students
attending the ball. 

READERSREMEMBER

More grads seek
service corps jobs
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Senior Staff Writer
Despite a failing economy
and a dwindling number of job
opportunities, senior Lindsay
Toner sees an enticing opportunity for employment when
she graduates in May.
The marketing major sent
in an application to Teach for
America, which offers a full
salary and benefits in return
for teaching two years in U.S.
public schools. Toner said she
did not know much about
Teach for America, except that
it would be a good backup for
a career in marketing.
“I applied because of the
current economic situation and
how hard it is to get a job right
now,” Toner said.

Teach for America reported
a 36 percent increase in applications from 2007 to 2008, and
spokeswoman Lorraine Anderson said “the economy is
clearly one factor” driving the
increase in applications.
Rachel Gerson, a 2008
graduate of the Elliott School
of International Affairs, found
that job offers pertaining to her
double major in international
affairs and women’s studies were scarce. She accepted
Teach for America’s offer last
year and works in an inner-city
school in Chicago.
“When I graduated in May
of last year, the job market was
terrible,” Gerson said. “Many
GW graduates were having a
See TEACH, p. 5
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Sophomore Peter Wentzell reads from a list of names of transgender victims of hate crimes at a vigil sponsored by Allied
in Pride during Transgender Day of Remembrance on Thursday night in Kogan Plaza. See the full story on page 3.

Getting their attention
GW dropout Joel Levinson has made a career out of viral videos
by Elise Kigner
Senior Staff Writer

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Damian Hollis, Rob Diggs and Wynton Witherspoon look on
as an Auburn player scores a crucial dunk in the second half.

Men break down
in loss at Auburn
by Dan Greene
Senior Staff Writer
AUBURN, Ala. – It all
looked so good for the GW
men’s basketball team during
the first half of its 83-71 loss at
Auburn.
The Colonials (2-1) were
playing the best basketball of
their young season, effortlessly
breaking down the Tigers’ zone
defense and, even better, hitting the resulting three pointers. On the other end, Auburn
was missing its free throws and
struggling to score.
Then halftime came.
GW’s 15-point lead evaporated in a matter of minutes,
and the Colonials spent the

rest of the game playing a futile game of catch-up.
Such was the second half,
20 minutes of basketball that
not only derailed the Colonials’ hopes for a road victory,
but their early-season run of
success as well.
Before the collapse, five Colonials combined to connect on
10 of 17 first half three-pointers,
with senior Noel Wilmore’s
four and sophomore Travis
King’s three leading the way.
Even when freshman Tony
Taylor misfired from deep just
before halftime, Hollis was
there for the put-back and two
of his team-high 16 points.
See BASKETBALL, p. 8

GW dropout Joel Levinson has dressed up
as a penguin to pose with the birds of Antarctica and belted out lyrics declaring his love for
glue. He knows what it takes to grab someone’s
attention.
That skill, combined with a total lack of inhibition, helped him launch a homemade commercial writing career. The 28-year-old makes a
living off of creating popular viral commercials
for companies desperate to reach out to their
audience in creative ways.
Since he started entering commercial contests in spring 2007, Levinson has won cash
and prizes worth more than $200,000 and
earned trips to six continents. Most recently,
he won a trip to Antarctica from Nature Valley.
While there, he made penguins into the stars
of a Doritos commercial that may be aired during the Super Bowl, pending final competition
decisions.
At GW, Levinson wrote papers on the
importance of time travel in a democracy, majored in medieval weaponry and dropped out
after two years. Bucking against the system, he
came up with his own definition of success, a
philosophy he applies to commercial competitions.
“I don’t care about doing a good job,” he
said. “I care about winning or not winning.”
One current project – a commercial for a
plumbing and electric company – features him
singing about the love between a toilet and a
light bulb, crooning phrases like “flushed with
desire.” Another commercial is about a “body
wash for men to wash their junk,” he said.
For his Krazy Glue commercial, which is
now a finalist in one contest, he did not shower

Courtesy Joel Levinson

Joel Levinson, who now makes a living from winning commercial contests, stands
among the penguins in Antarctica. He won the trip from a contest sponsored by Nature Valley.
before he started dancing for the camera, explaining, “I just threw on overalls and started
jumping around like an idiot.”
Levinson left his hometown of Dayton,
Ohio, in 1999 to attend GW. For each of his four
semesters in Foggy Bottom, he picked a new
major, switching from medieval weaponry – a
self-made major – to medieval history to existential philosophy to American studies. He said
his most useful courses were human sexuality,
philosophy in film and creative writing.

And Levinson did not bottle up his creativity in his fiction courses. One sociology
professor asked the class to write a paper on
the responsibility of citizens in a democracy.
Levinson wrote his paper on time travel, and
to his surprise, earned an A. Other serious papers he turned into comedy were not as well
received.
“As long as you do not care too much about
See LEVINSON, p. 6
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
MONDAY
HIGH 50 | LOW 40
TURKEY BOWL
Celebrate Thanksgiving
with a strike. Bowl at the
Marvin Center and receive
shoes, bowling games,
pie and unlimited plates of
turkey for $5.
6 p.m.
Hippodrome
SOUTH CAUCASUS: A YEAR OF
BALLOTS AND BULLETS
Come hear an analysis
of the Armenian election
process.
12:30 p.m.
1957 E Street, Room 601M

TUESDAY
HIGH 45 | LOW 33
THE START OF A NEW ERA IN
US-TURKISH RELATIONS
Learn about the developments and the history of
the U.S. relationship with
Turkey.
6 p.m.
Marvin Center Dorothy
Betts Theater

WEDNESDAY
HIGH 45 | LOW 30
COLONIAL COACH SHUTTLE TO
THE AIRPORT
Take a bus from Foggy
Bottom to Washington
Dulles International Airport
or Baltimore Washington
International Airport for
Thanksgiving break.
Tickets cost $10.
10 a.m., 2 p.m., 5 p.m.
Sign up in the Student
Association office.

CCAS, SEAS
launch Institute for
Nanotechnology
A recently launched Institute
for Nanotechnology at GW will
investigate a developing science
that studies objects 1/100,000th
the size of a strand of hair.
In a partnership between the
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences and the School of Engineering and Applied Science,
the Institute for Nanotechnology will research atoms at the
nano level and ultimately help
create new goods and materials.
The University has committed
$200,000 to the institute for its
first year.
“Traditional
engineering
theories, like continuum mechanics, which engineers have
used for over a century to design
new devices, break down in nanotechnology,” wrote engineering
professor Robert Vallance, who
led in the establishment of the
institute, in an e-mail. “We have
to now teach students additional
physical, chemical, biological
and statistical principles that
govern nanotechnology.”
Vallance said the majority
of the funds will go toward establishing the GW Institute for
Nanotechnology
Microscopy
Lab, which will help scientists
work on a “diverse” group of
projects including synthesis of
carbon nanotubes, nanolithography, self-assembly processes and
nanomagnetic arrays.
“Nanotechnology is a vital
area of national importance with
applications across a wide spectrum from medicine to electronics to improving water quality
worldwide,” said SEAS Dean
David Dolling in a news release.
CCAS Dean Peg Barratt also
praised the new institute, noting
its multi-disciplinary approach.
Institute members will come
from different departments
within SEAS and CCAS, including mechanical and aerospace
engineering, physics and biochemistry.
Vallance said other departments within the two schools are
also welcome to join.
–Geoffrey Middleberg
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SNAPSHOT

University unveils
new housing policy
for inauguration

American Idols

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Left to Right: American icons Martha and George Washington, R2-D2 and The Wizard of Oz's
Dorothy take part in the celebration of the reopening of the Museum of American History Friday.

Smithsonian American history museum reopens after renovation
After two years and more
than $85 million in renovations,
prominent figures reopened the
Smithsonian National Museum of
American History to the public on
Friday with more treasures from
America’s past.
More than 100 people gathered
in front of the museum before the
doors opened at 10 a.m. for the
ribbon-cutting ceremony, which
included former Secretary of State
Colin Powell reading Lincoln’s
Gettysburg Address.
“I was exploding this morning with excitement,” said Eleanor
Young, a former professor at Maryland, who has volunteered at the
visitor information center for 10
years.
Young and other volunteers

and employees gathered early in
the morning to prepare for the
day. Many had not yet seen the finished result, but all of them were
equipped with specific training for
the new museum.
Like many other volunteers
who had worked for the museum,
Young volunteered elsewhere
when it was closed for renovation.
Now Young said she feels like she
is back home.
On Wednesday, President
George W. Bush and first lady
Laura Bush dedicated the museum
before its public debut, highlighting the reopening of many of its
famous exhibits including George
Washington’s military uniform,
one of Thomas Edison’s first light
bulbs, the desk where Thomas Jef-

ferson drafted the Declaration of
Independence and Muhammad
Ali’s boxing gloves – all of which
Bush called a “reminder of our
country’s proud history.”
When the doors finally opened
to the public Friday morning, visitors flooded into the newly renovated center of the museum where
one woman asked a security guard
how long the museum had been
closed.
“Two years,” he replied. “Two
years too long.”
Re-enactors like George
Washington and Dorothy from
"The Wizard of Oz." were stationed throughout the museum
to engage the public in American
history.
–Lindsay Life

Keep up with news over the holiday
at gwhatchet.com

The University will require
students to register all overnight
guests who will stay at GW during the week of the presidential
inauguration by Dec. 12, according to a special policy announced
on Friday.
Seth Weinshel, assignments
director of GW Housing Programs, opened the first-come,
first-serve registration process
Friday by sending an e-mail to all
7,000 on-campus residents. Students will be required to apply
for spots and will be notified by
Dec. 19 if their guests have been
approved.
“The fact is, hypothetically,
we could have a situation where
we have to shelter in place and
keep our campus secure,” Weinshel said. “The people we have
on the list, those are the people
who will be let into the buildings.
If they aren’t on list, they won’t
be let in.”
The policy will also officially
extend the number of nights a
guest may stay from three to five
between Jan. 16 and 21, and announced that cots will not be
available during the inauguration week.
In addition, the e-mail reminded students that the Undergraduate Housing License Agreement prohibits students from
subleasing or renting space in
their residence hall room. Weinshel said he was worried students might be tempted to rent
their rooms, with apartments going on Craigslist for hundreds of
dollars per night.
“Thurston Hall has 1,100
people in it,” Weinshel said. “If
everyone brings two visitors, that
could be a serious problem.”
Weinshel said the last time
the University implemented a
special overnight guest policy
was in 2005, during a major International Monetary Fund protest.
He said the number of people
expected for the inauguration –
estimated as high as four million
– has encouraged GW Housing to
collaborate with other University
and D.C. officials.
–Sarah Scire
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Area student leaders meet to discuss campus issues
Metro discount
initiative stalled,
says SA EVP
by Sarah Scire
Campus News Editor
Student government leaders from GW, George Mason,
American and Marymount
gathered in Phillips Hall Saturday to brainstorm ways to
address campus dining options
and disparities in academic advising.
In addition to highlighting the nearly universal problems on college campuses, the
monthly D.C. Metropolitan
University Student Alliance
meeting also revealed that
progress toward a student Metro discount has stalled.
Student Association Executive Vice President Kyle Boyer,
SA Sen. Nick Polk, CCAS-U, SA
Vice President of Community
Affairs James Lifton and Greta
Twombly, SA’s executive chief
of staff, led the discussion.
Nearly 30 students came from
the four colleges, though D.C.
MUSA also includes Georgetown, Howard, Trinity and the

University of the District of Columbia.
“MUSA was really reinvigorated under Nicole’s administration,” Twombly, a junior,
said after the meeting, referring
to former SA president Nicole
Capp. “It gives us a chance to
compare how things are at other schools, which is the whole
idea behind the meetings.”
Boyer, a junior, has been
working for about two years
to get discounted Metro tickets
for students. He told the group
he was frustrated by the recent
lack of progress after a period of
positive signs from GW administrators and Metro officials.
“We’re in a relative holding
pattern,” said Boyer, who shared
a letter he wrote last week to an
Arlington County Board member asking for support. “We have
not moved forward as much as
we would like. We don’t want to
see this fizzle out.”
The tentative discounted
Metro plan would include an
unlimited 16-week rail pass for
$100, Boyer said.
The majority of the twohour meeting, however, was
dominated by discussion and
complaints about two topics:
academic advising and dining
services.
“Advising is one of the worst

aspects of GW,” Twombly
told the other student leaders. “We’re trying to make it
an equal and fair process.”
All of the GW students
emphasized the difference in
advising quality between the
different colleges. American
and George Mason students
said advising was also a
problem area at their schools,
though partially remedied by
making interactive advising
forms available online.
“I think if you go to your
provost or whoever and
say, ‘Mason and American
have this online, and it has
worked for them,’ it might
be more likely to succeed,”
said senior Claire Forman,
George Mason’s student vice
president.
The GW delegation was
particularly impressed with a
new, environmentally friendly dining hall at George Mason.
The dining hall is LEEDcertified, composts all waste
and uses disposable utensils
and cups for the take-out
section. The GMU dining
program, designed by an executive chef, includes basics
like grilled cheese and chicken strips, while also rotating
other options every day. 

Jonathan Ewing/Hatchet photographer

Student Association Executive Vice President Kyle Boyer updates student leaders from American, George Mason, GW and Marymount on the proposed student Metro discount in a meeting
of the D.C. Metropolitan University Student Alliance Saturday afternoon in Phillips Hall.

Students honor hate crime victims Business profs
Metro discount
initiative stalled,
says SA EVP
by Chris Gregory
Hatchet Reporter
On Thursday night about 25
students gathered in the cold in
Kogan Plaza surrounded by
candlelight as they took turns
reading the names of transgender hate crime victims.
For National Transgender
Remembrance Day, members
of Allied in Pride, a lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender and
questioning student organiza-

SA
from p.1
of GW’s Greek-letter community.
Despite a largely unfinished shared vision, Aswani
called the fall semester “a
great success.”
“The combined efforts of
the Executive and Legislative
Branches have yielded tremendous results and we all within
the Student Association look
forward to continued success
as a team,” Aswani wrote in
an e-mail.
He said he is working with
the University to institute the
student bill of rights and noted that SA Vice President of
Financial Affairs Chas Pressner, a sophomore, has made a
list of corporate sponsorships
for student organizations to
utilize.
Boyer agreed with Aswani
that progress has been made
this school year, but said he is
not satisfied with the number
of initiatives the SA has completed. As executive vice president, Boyer is not officially a
part of Aswani’s cabinet and
is tasked with running the SA

tion, held a vigil commemorating transgender students
around the country who were
the victims of hate crimes.
“It’s important to raise
awareness and educate to stop
transphobia,” said senior Emily Jakubowicz, a member of
Transgender Education and Action, an Allied in Pride committee that organized the event.
Although the group read
about three pages of names,
they only briefly touched on
the more than 200 registered
murders nationwide, group
members said. The entries they
read included the location of
the murder, the year and the
student's name. After reading
names, the group held a moment of silence and reflected on

ending the violence.
Some members of the organization said they hope events
like the vigil will end transgender violence, especially in the
District, which is ranked third
in the world for transgender
murders, said TEA member
Amy Dorfman, a senior.
Jakubowicz read from the
“Introduction to Transgender
Rights,” which advocates for
the inclusion of gender identity
in the Equal Opportunity Act.
Many Fortune 500 companies
have included gender identity in their Equal Opportunity
clauses, but GW still does not
have any mention of it in its official policies, she said.
Sophomore Kaden Trifilio
and senior Brynne Sasha Mad-

way, both TEA members, said
they have had mixed experiences as transgender students
at GW, and said the administration and student body has
“a long way to go” in terms of
awareness and accommodations like gender-neutral bathrooms and housing options
– which have been debated
between TEA, Allied in Pride
and the University for several
months. They added, however,
that tolerance for transgender
students on campus is high.
Allied in Pride President
Michael Komo, a sophomore,
said, “It is important to understand the significance of this
issue, and events like this help
us end discrimination and gain
allies.” 

senate.
“I will not be satisfied until there is no mandatory (J
Street) spending, nor will I be
satisfied until a majority of the
student body feels comfortable” with the dining arrangement, said Boyer, a junior.
Aswani said progress has
been made with dining, but he
did not cite specific changes
and only mentioned the addition of comment boxes.
“The Student Association
and the Dining Services Commission continue to work towards a more equitable dining situation for the student
population,” Aswani said.
“Comment boxes have been
ordered and will be in service
shortly. The idea of the boxes
is to provide students with the
opportunity for direct input
through the Student Association, especially since the Sodexho contract will be up for
renegotiation shortly.”
Aswani and Boyer ’s perception of the SA’s progress
highlights another main difference between them and last
year ’s Capp administration.
Last December, former SA
President Nicole Capp and Executive Vice President Brand
Kroeger were in the process

of creating additional goals
for their spring semester after they completed their first
shared vision, which included
the reimplementation of the
GW Reads free newspaper
program and the addition of
Safeway into the GWorld program.
By the close of the fall semester, Capp and Kroeger
had also introduced a set of
popular restaurants onto the
GWorld program, including
Lindy’s Red Lion, and successfully lobbied for better wireless and cell phone service on
campus. At this point last year,
Capp and Kroeger were also
advocating for a student fee
increase, which was passed in
February, and rollover of student J Street funds, which the
University granted in April.
SA Sen. Logan Dobson,
CCAS-U, who runs a blog
about the SA, said he came
into this year with low expectations. He said while Boyer
exceeded those expectations,
Aswani has fallen short.
“Few regular students
know exactly what it is the
EVP does, which is run the
senate,” said Dobson, a sophomore. “And Kyle, combined
with a very effective senate

staff – big ups to the Parliamentarian Andy Greene – has
actually proved to be a fairly
effective EVP.”
He added, “Vishal, on the
other hand, has been extremely unremarkable. I struggle
to think of one thing we have
now that we didn’t at the beginning of the semester that he
can take credit for.”
After looking at what the
SA has accomplished this
year, former SA Sen. Nick
D’addario, CCAS-U, said he
was disappointed with the
current administration.
“I am upset that the progress started under the Thorpe/
Lasky administration and built
upon with great success by the
Capp/Kroeger administration
has not been continued by this
year ’s administration,” said
D’Addario, who graduated
last year. “For example, I voted last year in the senate in favor of the student fee increase
because it would better enable both student groups and
the SA to serve students. I did
not vote for such an increase
so that the SA could charge
students $5 more for Colonial
Coach this year.”
–Rachel Barker contributed to
this report
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debate tenure rules
by Lucy McCalmont
Hatchet Staff Writer
The School of Business failed
to pass a proposal for the third
time last month that would
fundamentally change the way
professors receive tenure and
promotions in the school – amid
a growing debate over the requisite standards needed for advancement.
Professors seeking promotion or tenure in the business
school currently apply through
their department. If the proposed
promotion and tenure committee
is created, faculty members seeking tenure or promotions would
apply to a board, which would
then make a recommendation to
the business school dean.
The business school and
the School of Engineering and
Applied Science are the only
schools at GW without promotion and tenure committees. The
most recent faculty-wide vote on
the committee in October failed
by two votes – the closest it has
come to passing.
“It is my opinion that the current process is broken because
people in the departments have
not lived up to their responsibilities to adequately review these
decisions,” said John Artz, an
associate professor in the School
of Business and a member of the
Faculty Senate.
Artz noted, however, that
the creation of a promotions and
tenure committee might not be
the way to solve the problem.
Business school professor
and Faculty Senate representative Phillip Wirtz said the
formation of the committee is
not the correct way to raise the
standards for faculty within the
schools.
“It is absolutely essential
that the determination of the
faculty, of the individual departments, who know the field, who
provide annual guidance to tenure-track candidates and with
whom the ultimate decision to
initiate the recommendation for
tenure must necessarily rest,”
Wirtz said.

School of Business Dean Susan Phillips said the lack of a
promotion and tenure committee has not affected the number
of faculty members applying for
positions in the school.
“We have ... added a record
12 new faculty members this
fall,” Phillips said. The lack of a
promotions and tenure committee “did not come up in the hiring process. Many schools have
a promotion and tenure process
similar to the one we currently
have," she said.
A promotion and tenure committee is required by the faculty
code. Arthur Wilmarth, head of
the Faculty Senate, said sometimes a school may overlook the
faculty code on a few issues.
“Generally a school can be
out of compliance on a few certain issues, one being the composition of faculty,” he said.
“We’ve never had a school say
they didn’t care to cooperate
with our recommendations. The
ultimate consequence is that we
could issue a letter of no confidence in the leadership of the
school, but that is very drastic.”
Other GW schools, such as
SEAS and the School of Public
Health and Health Services, are
also out of compliance with the
faculty code, but Wilmarth said
the Faculty Senate does not plan
to take any drastic steps to force
these schools to follow standards.
Phillips said the dean’s committee within the School of Business is scheduled to take up the
matter, but she did not specify
details. Joseph Reum, the interim dean of SPHHS, said in September that he submitted a plan
to the Faculty Senate on how he
plans make the school compliant
with the faculty code.
The most recent vote in the
School of Business, held in October, was conducted by secret
ballot, and thus professors do
not know who publicly voted
for or against the committee.
The next vote has not yet been
scheduled. 
–Eric Thibault and Danielle Meister contributed to this report.
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QUOTABLE
"If this was a Turkish university,
I could not be sitting here."

–Elliott School professor Merve Kvakci, reflecting on
oppressive customs in her home country.
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Checking the state of the Pequod

editorial
Happy turkey, sad turkey
What are you thankful for this
Thanksgiving? Here’s The Hatchet’s
monthly wrap-up of what we’re thankful
and not so thankful for.
GW soccer and basketball lose
GW’s men’s soccer
team missed out on the
playoffs with a 2-1 loss to
St. Bonaventure on Nov. 8,
despite a good season and the emergence
of standout striker Andy Stadler. The
men’s basketball team lost by 12 points
in a huge game against Auburn on Saturday, despite leading by 15 at the half.
And The Hatchet intramural volleyball
team somehow missed out on the playoffs, losing all three of its games despite
a ton of spirit.
Early Decision applications up
Even though the
economy is in bad shape
and colleges are bracing
for its effects on applications, GW’s binding Early Decision application numbers are
up 30 percent. The University has received
more than 1,200 applications, up from 946
in 2007. Although we’re not the only college experiencing this counterintuitive
trend, our percentage increase seems to be
one of the highest. Hopefully this holds up
throughout the admissions cycle.
Smithsonian’s National
Museum of American
History reopens

GW needs to seriously question science center
GW’s “Great White Whale” has re- several potential benefits. According
surfaced.
to professor Hermann Helgert, memProfessor Donald Parsons was right ber of the Faculty Senate Special Comwhen he compared the University’s mittee for the Science and Engineering
pursuit of a significant new science and Complex, “From the University’s point
engineering complex to Captain Ahab’s of view,” the new complex “would intragic hunting of the elucrease the amount of resive white whale (“GW’s
search being conducted
Great White Whale,” May
in the fields of science
19, p. 4) – and before the
and engineering, thus inship embarks on another
creasing the school’s naphase of its pursuit of the
tional standing in a very
big fish, the captain and
prominent way.”
crew should realize that
David Dolling, dean
they face harsh winds.
for the School of EngiGiven the turbulent
neering and Applied Scieconomic seas battering
ence, agreed in an interall colleges, GW’s Board
view this week, saying
of Trustees, administration
that with a new facility,
and faculty should be sure
his school “can address
all the important quespressing issues of nations have been fully
tional concern, from
considered before going
renewable
energy
through with the plan to
LYNDSEY WAJERT sources to sustainabilbuild a new science and
ity to innovations in
COLUMNIST
engineering center.
medical technologies,
The University has
all of which involve
for some time been exnot only technology
ploring the construction
and science but policy,
of the science center. According to The economics, business, law and other disHatchet, members of the faculty and ciplines … In everyday language, all
administration are discussing various boats will be lifted by a rising tide.”
cost estimates, ranging up to $350 milThose goals are laudable. Even
lion, with a projected construction start before University President Steven
date falling sometime between 2011 and Knapp’s inauguration in 2007, GW of2014 (“Faculty discuss science center,” ficials have considered moving the UniNov. 17, p. 1).
versity in a new and necessary direction
Proponents of the project point to by expanding research and learning op-

The Betsy Ross flag
is back! The National
Museum of American
History reopened on Friday, and because
only this year’s seniors were here before
it closed, everyone should visit to see the
$85 million renovation.
No students speak at
UPD hearing
The University Police
Department held its accreditation hearing on
Nov. 17, and though several students attended, none spoke up
during the open comment session. Concerns about UPD have been high in recent months, especially in light of debate
over arming its officers, and students
should have taken advantage of this opportunity to have their views heard.
Ten GW alums win seats
in House and Senate
If you think that kid
down the hall is kidding
about being a U.S. senator, think again – GW alumni seem to be
doing pretty well running for public office.
Nine incumbents were re-elected to their
seats and Senator-elect and 1977 graduate
Mark Warner, D, won his Virginia race.
Ramonas graduating early
Senior news editor Andrew Ramonas is graduating
at the end of the semester, and
while we wish him the best of luck in his
professional exploits, we are so sad to be
losing him as an editor. Don’t be a stranger,
Ramonas, you’ll always be a Hatcheteer!
Also, congratulations to Alexa Millinger,
our incoming senior news editor!

portunities in the engineering and science fields.
The science department has been
a casualty of the University’s notable
advancement in other academic realms,
such as political science and international affairs. Because many of the labs
on campus are in a regrettable state, I
applaud the University for considering
significant steps to elevate the sciences
at GW.
The issue of money cannot be ignored on a venture of this magnitude,
however. Will donations, indirect returns on research projects and other
planned sources provide enough for the
University to complete this facet of its
20-year Campus Plan? Do projections of
giving made even a year ago still seem
valid? And will the effort to raise funds
for this one project soak up all the potential donations for other aspects of
planned University growth? Do cost
considerations outweigh the benefits of
expanding the sciences?
It would be unfortunate if the project affected tuition in any way, though
administrators say this will not be the
case. Current students should not have
to put $52,000 a year toward a new
building that today’s Colonials will
never use. But how can the University
make substantial and timely progress if
it merely pays as it goes?
I worry that this is not an economically appropriate time for the University
to funnel money into a project that may
or may not require additional funds in

the future. Costs for maintenance, lab
and research equipment and, most importantly, the faculty to staff this topnotch facility will be significant. Other
universities are scaling back on large
projects as endowment levels drop and
private donors reassess their giving.
For example, our neighbors at
Georgetown have reportedly halted
construction of their own science center, set to be completed by 2011 and
estimated to cost over $100 million.
According to The Hoya, the project’s
funding “has been based on both philanthropy and borrowing.” However,
Georgetown officials decided that
“given the economic volatility, the significant debt the university would incur through borrowing is considered
too significant a risk.”
GW likely faces a similar problem.
“The economic climate affects endowment, and the willingness of some donors to give money may fall as their financial situations tighten,” Helgert said.
“But ultimately we have to monitor the
current situation.”
Therefore, while not proposing
that the University “abandon ship” in
regard to the science center concept, I
urge those involved to carefully reassess
their answers to the key questions of
sources of funding and overall impact
of the project.
GW, keep a weather eye on the horizon.
–The writer, a freshman majoring in journalism, is a Hatchet columnist.

UPD is committed to professionalism
Officers are thoroughly trained, well-received in community
As I read the editorial in The Hatchet on campus. Seventy-five percent of these
Nov. 17 regarding the public hearing for individuals have rated the officers as
reaccreditation process, I was pleased “excellent,” and a total of 20 percent ratthat the editors encouraged people to ed them as “good” when asked directly
come out and “have their voices heard” about their professionalism.
about the performance of the University
We spend a significant amount of efPolice Department (“Concerns about fort gathering feedback through various
UPD? Be involved in the process,” p. 4).
sources, and the results are overwhelmWhile the reacingly positive when
creditation process
it comes to people
is not related to the
rating their experiD
OLORES A. STAFFORD
study the University
ences with the dewill soon conduct on
partment and the
UPD CHIEF
aspects of safety and
professionalism of
security at the Uniour officers.
versity and whether
I have visited
to arm the police force, the editorial ad- many universities in the 22 years I’ve
dressed the criticism of a couple of our been involved with campus law en“prominent community members accus- forcement. I have seen other departing officers of being too ‘unprofessional’ ments, their personnel and how they
to carry guns.” As GW and Foggy Bot- operate. I have nothing but pride when
tom community members reflect on this it comes to leading the GW Police Deissue, I want to share some important partment. Our officers are some of the
facts about UPD, its employees and what most talented, well-educated, highly
we do for this campus.
trained and thoughtful officers I’ve seen
UPD conducts a citizen survey ev- on college campuses across the country.
ery three years to gather feedback. The We have continued to enhance our hirmost recent survey was conducted in the ing practices over the years, and today
spring of 2008 and realized a 33 percent 60 percent of UPD police officers have
response rate. Ninety-two percent of the advanced degrees, many with master’s
respondents rated the overall perfor- degrees – a significant number of whom
mance of the department as “excellent” received their education right here at
or “good,” and 81 percent rated the of- GW.
ficers professionalism as “excellent” or
One of the main focuses of our de“good.”
partment during my tenure has been
Throughout the year, we randomly training, and there aren’t many private
send service feedback forms to mem- colleges that provide the amount or
bers of the GW community who have quality of training that we provide for
come in contact with our officers when our officers.
responding to a crime or other incident
UPD officers receive at least 700

hours of training during their first year
of employment, including attendance
at a campus police academy, 200 hours
of classroom training in a number of
law enforcement topics and techniques
above and beyond the academy curriculum and a thorough field training
program consisting of a minimum of 240
hours. In addition, all officers receive a
significant amount of recertification and
refresher training each year to enhance
their skills.
There is no doubt in my mind about
their ability to respond swiftly and
professionally to any incident they are
equipped to handle, based on their education, experience and law enforcement
training. If the UPD officers were to be
armed – which has not yet been decided and is under thorough review – we
would provide nothing less than the most
rigorous training program available, and
we would come into compliance with all
applicable national standards.
GW’s police force is one of less than
1 percent of the college campuses across
the country that has voluntarily entered
the law enforcement accreditation process. This means we open ourselves up
to external scrutiny every three years by
allowing other top law enforcement professionals to come into the department
to judge our policies, procedures and
practices. We are on the cutting edge,
and we are proud that we meet all the
national standards in law enforcement. If
we were to become armed, they would
judge us on everything that goes along
with that responsibility.
We recognize that we are in an unen-

viable role at GW, as we are charged with
enforcing the law and GW policies, and
we must do that with tact and diplomacy
every day. UPD officers respond to over
100,000 calls for service each year, and regardless of whether those calls are about
crime, safety concerns or for people who
simply need help with solving a problem, our officers provide guidance, assistance and comfort, when necessary.
When everyone else is fleeing from
dangerous situations, we run toward
the danger. Thank goodness our campus is generally safe and that situations
where an officer is asked to put his or
her safety on the line don’t happen every day. However, serious incidents do
occur, and I have no doubt that my officers have and will continue to respond
and protect the community they were
hired to serve.
I know the commitment that UPD
employees have to our mission at GW.
I know what their capabilities are, and I
see their professionalism displayed on a
daily basis, from the minor service calls
to the serious incidents that they respond
to. I am proud of the work we do and the
manner in which we do it.
Rest assured that regardless of the final decisions made as a result of the arming study, we will continue to strive to
be one of the best campus police departments in the country. We take our jobs as
police officers at GW seriously, and we
prepare for the worst at the same time
that we hope for the best every day for
our community.
–The writer is the chief of the University
Police Department.

Letters to the Editor
Non-Division 1 football
team wouldn’t work
Lucas Hagerty's article "Give
GW a football team" (Nov. 17, p.
4) addresses the idea of not having a Division 1 football team, to
help reduce the costs associated
with football. That would be a nice
idea, if the NCAA didn't mandate
against playing at a lower level in
other sports.
Perhaps some time with the
library staff in Gelman on the concept of research would be of use to
a first-semester freshman.
Kyle Stingily
Junior

Glass ceiling far from
shattered
In "The way through the glass
ceiling," (Nov. 17, p. 4) Niketa Brar
describes Michelle Obama as an
ideal role model for women in politics. However, she overlooks one

key issue: Michelle Obama is not a
politician.
By simply standing beside
her husband and supporting him,
she is hardly breaking through
the glass ceiling. Yes, it's wonderful that we will have a poised and
polished first lady, but we can look
toward many women for that –
Laura Bush, for one.
In addition, Ms. Brar's comments on Gov. Palin and Sen. Clinton simply perpetuate the negative
cycle. With Palin being considered
as one of the new faces of the Republican party and Clinton in talks
to be our new secretary of state,
perhaps we should focus now on
their policies – not on their pantsuits and pumps.
Samantha Alessi
Alumna

Power to the people
It is frustrating to see so many
people protesting against the pass-

ing of Proposition 8 (“Students
rally against Proposition 8,” Nov.
17, p. 1).
My reasoning for this has
nothing to do with my opinion on
the matter, as I am a supporter of
gay rights, but it has everything
to do with the manner in which
the protesters are approaching the
new amendment.
Unfortunately for the protesters, I don’t believe that they
have anything to complain
about. This wasn’t an executive
order that placed the proposition
on the ballot. It was a citizeninitiated measure, which means
that the citizens of California decided to put the measure up for
the debate.
When Election Day came,
there were over 500,000 more citizens who voted, in the fairest way
we know possible, “yes” over “no”
to ban gay marriage. The people
of what is arguably the most liberal state in the union, California,
spoke and stated that they don't

want gay marriage to be legal.
In an election that was based
around the people finally getting
their voices heard, it is ironic that
the people who were demanding
for everyone’s voices to be recognized are now upset about an issue
that was decided democratically.
Unfortunately, these protesters do
not realize that they are not protesting an amendment – they are
protesting democracy. In my eyes,
that is plain wrong.
Eric Lane
Sophomore

Be more serious, liberals
I am in continued disbelief of
many liberals on campus.
First, you have the disproportionate response by many at
GW who called Andrew Clark a
"closeted homosexual" and a hatemongerer for his column "I voted
yes on Prop 8" (Nov. 17, p. 4).

Clark wrote a well thought-out
response to a complicated question. The truth about gay marriage
is that it was up for vote in 30 states
this election. In every single one of
these states, it was voted down,
meaning a ban on gay marriage
was either reinstated, continued or
introduced.
This wasn't a condemnation
on the gay lifestyle, and to compare it to the civil rights movement is utterly offensive. Homosexuals are not being denied the
right to vote, nor did they have to
endure years of slavery to achieve
it. Many straight couples would be
fine with gay couples receiving the
same rights as them. They simply
feel that marriage should refer to a
man and woman.
This isn't hate. This isn't being a closeted homosexual. This
is stating an opinion. My feeling,
and as it appears, the feeling of
the nation is that people are more
likely to support civil unions than
marriage.

Next, we have Evan Schwartz's
"Let's not be trigger-happy" column (Nov. 20, p. 4). Schwartz
states that the Second Amendment
needs regulation, meaning gun
control should be stricter. My fundamental disagreement with this
argument is simple: Guns don't
kill people. People kill people.
It's not a problem that people
have guns, it's a problem that
they have fallen into irresponsible
hands and nobody is there to enforce gun laws. We have a right
to carry guns, granted to us in the
Constitution.
Liberals have got to get more
rational when it comes to facing
society's problems. You don't need
to call everyone who disagrees
with gay marriage a hate-filled
homophobe. Nor do you need
to strike an amendment from the
Constitution. There are rational
ways to face society's issues, and
now it's time to figure them out.
John Voci
Senior

Eric Roper, editor in chief
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Knapp meets with alumni on trip to Eastern Asia
by Nicole Gulotta
Hatchet Reporter
University
President
Steven Knapp and his wife
Diane returned from Asia
last Monday where they
spent more than a week
meeting with alumni.
The pair made stops
in Tokyo, Singapore and
Bangkok, Thailand, as part
of an ongoing effort by the
president to strengthen connections with alumni. For
many GW graduates, the
University’s D.C. location
served as a springboard for
careers abroad, but Knapp
has said he wants to make
sure physical distance from
their alma mater does not
weaken their ties to the college.
“The trip was inspired
by the president’s vision
to develop and engage the
GW global and lifelong

community,” said Laurel
Price Jones, vice president
for development and alumni relations. “The goal is
to create alumni clubs that
will increase GW presence
and engagement in Tokyo,
Bangkok and Singapore.”
It was Knapp’s second
trip to Asia, which is home
to more than half of GW’s
international alumni.
Starting
in
Tokyo,
Knapp met with Hirofumi
Nakasone, Japanese minister of foreign affairs and
Iwao Matsuda, member of
the House of Councilors
and president of the Judges
Impeachment Court. He
held several informal meetings with alumni and spoke
at a Nov. 7 banquet for
members of the GW community in the area.
In Bangkok, Knapp was
the distinguished guest at
an event co-hosted by the

TEACH
from p.1
lot of trouble just finding even
entry-level positions. With Teach
for America, you are guaranteed
a job for two years. And coming
straight from college, not really
sure what you’re going to do,
just having that security – knowing that you will have a job for
two years – is a huge incentive.”
Gerson said the starting salary for most Teach for America
teachers in Chicago is about
$44,000, while her Elliott School
peers were fielding entry-level
offers that averaged around
$30,000.
“It’s a huge difference,” Gerson said. “When my mother and
I were discussing jobs, she said,
‘Go ahead, apply to other jobs,
see if you get it. But I guarantee
you will not make as much as
$44,000.’ And she was right.”
Recruiters for Teach for
America and other service corps
like the Peace Corps, which offers a small living stipend and
housing, agree that the basic
premise for both programs – job
placement, guaranteed salary
and health benefits for teachers –
is an alluring offer.
“I would say that the economy is so negative that graduates
would be looking for any advantage in the workforce,” said Steven Chapman, a spokesman for
the Peace Corps. “Serving in the
Peace Corps is also an excellent
positive on a résumé.”
In an increasingly competi-

Thailand-United States Educational Foundation and
the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization’s Regional Center
for Higher Education and
Development. As in Tokyo,
Knapp held a banquet for
area alumni, parents and
philanthropic contributors.
Knapp’s last stop was
in Singapore, where he
and Elliott School Dean
Michael Brown attended a
special event sponsored by
the American Chamber of
Commerce-Singapore called
“Foreign Policy Priorities
for the Next U.S. President.”
Knapp and Brown then met
with graduate students
who participated in GW’s
Singapore program.
He also met informally
with alumni to discuss
starting up a Singaporebased alumni association.
One of these alumni, Jason

tive job market, many students
are looking to put service corps
experience on their résumés to
give them a competitive edge
over their peers.
“I did four years at a good
undergraduate
school
and
would have been able to get a
job, but as far as graduate school
– especially law school – I would
say that Peace Corps experience
definitely boosts your résumé,”
said David Byrne, a GW Law
School student interested in international law. “As far as my résumé and my application to law
school goes, that was definitely a
reason why I did my time in the
Peace Corps.”
Advertisements for Teach
for America around campus target students concerned with the
prospect of finding jobs postgraduation.
A sign posted in Ivory Tower
promised the benefits of putting
Teach for America on a résumé,
telling students, “While many
companies are not hiring ‘09
grads, they are offering positions
to corps members with experience.”
Gerson said she is not sure
what she wants to do when her
two years are over. She is pursuing a doctorate in history, but her
experience working in Chicago
may have changed her career
path.
“I found that I’m falling in
love with teaching, especially
with the job security of a teacher,” she said. “No matter how
bad the economy is doing, there
will always be students and there
will always be teachers.” 

Dear Bon Wit Bangers,
Man, y'all were real pros.
Congrats on the win,
The GW Hatchet Volleyball Team

Moran, said he enjoyed
the visit.
“I attended because
I really wished to meet
other alumni in the area,”
he said. “(Knapp) pitched
the University and threw
out a number of great statistics on student body demographics, GW’s great
location, new initiatives
being started, new faculty being hired and new
programs launched. We
watched a nice little film
too.”
Alumnus Ravi Alfreds
attended a Nov. 13 banquet in Singapore where
Knapp was a guest.
Alfreds said, “President Knapp spoke about
developments to the University, as well as shared
the plans and goals in
connecting the alumni
with the University and
with each other.” 

Courtesy GW Media Relations

University President Steven Knapp (center-right) poses for a picture with GW alumni at a reception in Bangkok, Thailand, during his trip to Asia earlier this month.
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THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

November 24, 1964:

November 24, 1969:

November 24, 2003:

The GW Holiday Season
Committee began planning
festivities for December.

The Registrar's report showed
a record University enrollment
of 14,556 students.

The University received about
$70,000 from the federal government to help cover costs
associated with Hurricane
Isabel, which struck in September.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com) | Laura Treanor – Contributing Editor (ltreanor@gwhatchet.com)

Let's talk
about

SEX

Satisfying mind
and body
There Matt goes again. He’s
closed the door, turned the fan on
and flushed the condom down the
toilet. It’s his normal routine.
And here I go again. Every
time Matt palms my ass with his
hand and yanks the ends of my
hair, I moan a generic “baby” so I
don’t screw up his name.
Matt and I have another again,
two, maybe three times a week.
We have polite conversation over
a delectable lunch, leading to polite caressing of my inner thigh
and finishing with a carnal, voracious “lunch date.”
But every time, I see a light.
It’s a text message from Alec. He
inquires, “How’s your day sweetheart?” And every time Matt
shuts that door, I quickly respond
to Alec’s text message with the
same enthusiasm I allot to shoe
shopping: overly energetic, but
still cautious. I respond quickly
because I want to gain Alec’s trust
through a false image. Ironically, I
do it all with lies.
Matt knows how to ignite a
cannibalistic appetite that I force
myself to stifle for Alec. Matt
is the Valium to my body’s tension, but Alec is the opiate to my
mind’s restlessness.

ALEXANDRA
SHAHADY
SEX COLUMNIST
With Alec, my voice shakes
and palms sweat. I often have to
catch myself from slipping along
the beauty of his words. Romancing his thoughts and caressing his
goals creates rainfalls between
my thighs that soften the lace on
my panties. As soon as I schedule
a “lunch date” with Alec, like I
have with Matt, it will destroy the
mutual fascination we have created. The moment I moan “Alec,”
my feelings for him will float
away.
So I designate a man to exercise my needs for skin slapping,
breast squeezing, juices flowing,
“lunch dating.” Not being able to
speak for Matt, I am only able to
confirm every lunch reservation
because of the emptiness he stirs
in me, and the complimentary
meal, of course.
But Alec and I differ from
anything Matt and I could ever
accomplish. I want Alec’s mind
to take me on a “lunch date,” not
just his body. But if I were to prematurely schedule this “date,” it
would finish the chase, kill my
fascination and taint the image of
innocence I have created for him.
My actions, to some, may show
the opposite, but for me, I’m just
expanding my palate with various “lunch dates.”
This often has me wondering, is it like this for every college
woman? Do women need two
guys, one for the body and one
for the mind? Why can’t women
“lunch date” whom they choose?
Must we play a game?
A study published this March
in the College Student Journal,
interviewed 1,013 college students and found that the "nature
of friends with benefits relationships are sexual and engaged in
by nonromantic, hedonistic males
who have a pragmatic view of relationships."
I guess most college women
aren’t like me. Where am I to be
placed in this data?
I love romance and want to
satisfy my man. I am a voluptuous woman and don’t always
think relationships make sense.
So maybe this study has got
it all wrong? Or maybe the looking glass I see myself through is a
little tainted and dirty? 

H GWHATCHET.COM
Visit The
Hatchet online for
"Thanksgiving in
the District," an
article about what
to do if you're staying on campus over
Thanksgiving break.

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Students from the University of Texas-Austin Raas team perform at this year's Raas Chaos, a charity event held annually to raise money for education and
HIV prevention and treatment in India.

Colorful Chaos

Nine universities compete in a colorful Indian dance competition in Lisner
by Colleen Shalby
Hatchet Reporter
“Whose house? GDub!”
This chant electrified students on Saturday night,
not at a basketball game filled with buff and blue, but
instead in a crowd of orange, purple and green sequins
at Raas Chaos, an Indian dance competition.
Cheers from the other eight competing schools followed the GW mantra and bellowed through Lisner
Auditorium. Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Emory, Penn
State, University of Pennsylvania, University of TexasAustin and Virginia Commonwealth University competed against GW for the title of Garba Raas champion. Garba Raas is a traditional type of Indian dance
that emphasizes energy and movement.
Penn State took home the winning title and will go
to the Garba Raas championship in Dallas this April.
GW placed second and Columbia third. The competition raised money for the Stop HIV/AIDS in India Initiative and Asha for Education, which funds education
opportunities for underprivileged children in India.
“I like the idea of helping to create this show that,
in the end, will help charity,” GW South Asian Society
Secretary Dhara Shah said.

As the performances began, intricately designed
costumes, patterned with beads and sequins, filled
the stage. The precise movements of flips, line formations and captivating music held the audience’s attention. The fans of each Raas group hollered chants, and
cheers mixed with an array of spirited shouts from the
dancers, eager for their turn on stage. Before they took
the stage, Penn State Raas member Radnika Vachhani
said the dancers were “nervous but excited.”
Onlookers seemed hypnotized by the vibrant colors and intricate dances which featured twirling Raas
sticks, dandiyas, and powerful stomps and jumps that
mirrored the music’s forceful beats.
The teams incorporated different theme into their
dances: Virginia Commonwealth University's dancers
wore Jabberwocky masks and Columbia’s piece incorporated a “Romeo and Juliet” theme, complete with a
giant poison bottle. GW went old school, using a giant
cloth boombox as a backdrop, while UPenn’s spoof of
“The Office” included water coolers for props.
“The choreography and sequence” captured my
attention, said audience member Matthew Mani.
“And the energy of course,” added Mani’s friend,
George Koshy.
Competitors weren’t focused only on winning, but

SLICE
of life
GW professor Merve Kavakci:
A modern-day Pilgrim
by Clayton M. McCleskey
Hatchet Columnist
At first glance, professor Merve Kavakci doesn’t
appear to have much in common with the Pilgrims.
She is a Turkish Muslim, not an English Puritan. And
instead of landing at Plymouth Rock in the Mayflower,
she landed at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport in
a jumbo jet.
But like the Pilgrims we celebrate this week, Kavakci, who has a doctoral degree in political science, came to
the United States seeking religious freedom.
In 1980 the Turkish government imposed a ban on
the headscarves worn by many Muslim women. Kavakci’s mother – a professor who wears the headscarf
like 69 percent of Turkish women – was left with a difficult decision. It was her headscarf or the job.
“I saw my mother having to choose between her religious convictions and her career,” said Kavakci, who
teaches in the Elliott School.
Kavakci faced the same problem when she was
accepted into medical school. Armed guards stood at
the door and refused to let her in because she wore the
headscarf.
She could either pursue her dream of becoming
a medical doctor, or honor her religion and wear the
headscarf.
The Kavakcis voted with their feet and headed to

LEVINSON
from p.1
the grade, then it gives you a lot of creative
license,” he said.
After dropping out of GW, he enrolled
in two more colleges, including one online,
but never received a diploma. Then he
bounced from job to job, trying out about
40 professions, including the graveyard

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Merve Kavakci, an international affairs professor, lost her seat in the Turkish parliament
for continuing to wear a headscarf.
Dallas, Texas, a smart choice – that’s my hometown. She
enrolled in university and quickly settled into American
life.
“They welcomed and embraced us,” she said. “They
could see what was in us beyond our looks. In Turkey, I
would have been harassed on the streets.”
But in the 1990s, Kavakci returned to Turkey,
where she made her way into politics. In 1999, she was
elected to the Turkish parliament.
But there was one problem: her headscarf.
As she made her way to the podium to be sworn in,
the chamber erupted in protest.
“Get out! Get out!” chanted politicians from the majority party, which Kavakci described as “secular funda-

shift at a 24-hour fitness club and leading
song groups at Jewish camps.
Levinson currently performs standup comedy in Los Angeles. He dreams of
one day writing for a television show, but
for now, he supports himself through his
30-second ads. He loves it when his family, friends and even strangers root for him
and live vicariously through him.
“I am driven entirely by the need to
be at the center of attention,” he said in a
deadpan manner.

were just as interested in watching the other participants perform.
“My favorite part is when we were done with the
dance and are watching other people,” said University
of Texas-Austin Raas Co-captain Mayur Bhakra.
“I love seeing the smiles and energy of the teams.
To see them come right off stage, they don’t care
about their scores,” said Raas Chaos Co-director Anita
Singh.
The South Asian Society started planning the
student-run event in March of last year. The planning
process included selecting the nine participating teams
through a competitive audition process. Each team
submitted a video of their dance and was required to
respond within 24 hours if chosen.
When the scores finally were announced on Saturday night, the participants stampeded the stage in
excitement. As the winning teams surrounded their
trophies, the glitter on their faces and the sequins on
their tunics sparkled as they jumped in celebration.
“Second is the best feeling in the world,” GW senior Komal Desai said of her team’s win.
“It’s amazing,” said GW Raas Captain Kunal Patel. “All the hard work and sweat we put into it paid
off.” 
mentalists” opposing any visible sign of religion.
Amid the chanting, the prime minister demanded,
“Put this woman in her place,” she said. Kavakci was
never sworn in.
“The idea was that as a religious-appearing woman,
I didn’t deserve to be there,” she said. “It was the start of
a political lynching campaign.”
The Turkish government stripped her of her citizenship and expunged her from the parliamentary record. As far as official Turkish history is concerned, she
doesn’t exist.
“I’m not permitted to serve my country or constituents because of how I dress,” lamented Kavakci.
While her own country has sought to silence her,
Kavakci has been able to use the freedom we enjoy in
the U.S. to promote freedom and equality in Turkey.
“I decided to help represent the oppressed women
of Turkey, maybe not in Turkey but in another place
where decisions are made: Washington, D.C.,” she told
me.
Since coming to Washington in 2000, Kavakci has
made her mark. She was instrumental in getting the Department of State to condemn Turkey’s headscarf ban.
She became a professor at GW in 2004, and she writes
a weekly column for one of Turkey’s main newspapers.
In 2007, she won a case against the Turkish government
before the European Court of Human rights on behalf
of a rural Turkish girl who was being prevented from
going to school.
“If this was a Turkish university, I could not be sitting here,” Kavakci said during an interview in her Elliott School office.
“American students – especially at GW – have enormous blessings,” explained Kavakci. “One of them is the
ability to respect one another despite differences. What
can you give better to a person than giving respect to
who they are? That’s a respect that women like myself
don’t get in Turkey. ”
Kavakci had only one complaint about the U.S.
“I just wish Dallas was the capital, so I could live
there. My heart is still in Texas.”
She’s got good taste. 

Levinson has no problem with
shameless self-promotion. Many of the
commercial contest winners are determined by popular vote. So Levinson
calls up customer service representatives
at airlines and bartenders who he has
never met and asks them to vote for his
online videos. Readers should visit happyjoel.com, he said, to vote on his latest
commercials.
“I will be so annoying because I won’t
have a sentence that doesn’t include ‘vote

for me,’ ” he said, referring to what he will
do if he becomes a Doritos commercial finalist.
Nadeev Beyer, a childhood friend, is
one of Levinson’s biggest supporters. Beyer goes with his friend to local colleges to
encourage students sitting in the computer
labs to vote for the commercials. This fall,
he was Levinson’s guest on his trip to Antarctica.
Levinson, he said, “has definitely returned the favor.” 
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309

GWMARKETPLACE
JOBS

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com

!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training

GW Hatchet classifieds are
now The GW Marketplace.

Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.

Online classfied ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond
that.
All classifieds should be placed online.
If you cannot access the internet, ads
may be placed via email, fax or in
person at our office. An extra fee
may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as
well as cash and check through our
office.

The GW Hatchet

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

Students studying abroad next semester? Need
to sublet your apartment? Advertise for free on
GWMarketplace!

Wanted: Aggressive, outgoing gogetter to work with Senior Vice
President at Wachovia Securities.
Call Bill Flanigan, Senior VicePresident, 301-961-0131
$20/Hour

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

Paraplegic doctor seeks morning
assistance at home in Chevy Chase:
6:30am-9am M-F. Nursing or physical therapy experience preferred but
not required. Call 202-872-8109.

We are seeking intelligent,
attractive, non-smoking
women between the ages
of 21-29 who are physically fit and maintaining a
healthy lifestyle. $10,000
plus all expenses. If you
have a desire to help an
infertile family please contact us.
Email: darlene@aperfectmatch.com
1-800-264-8828 www.
aperfectmatch.com
Perfectly matching donors
with families since 1998

Sitters Wanted. $10+/hour.
Register free for jobs at student-sitters.com

Free Classifieds!
Students, faculty and staff, place your ad online today for free
at
www.GWMarketplace.com.

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Tempest
6 Those, in México
10 Mimicked
14 Energetic almost
to a fault
15 Save for later
viewing
16 As a result
17 “___ my case”
18 Nile queen,
informally
19 “Seeing red”
feeling
20 Prickle in
Alaska?
22 2008 film about
a hunchbacked
lab assistant
23 Leader
overthrown in
1917
24 Mrs. Truman
25 Ruby, for one
26 Opened a bit
28 W.W. II arena
30 Lawyers’ grp.

33 Computer
character set, for
short
36 Simmered dish
in California?
38 Take a new path
… or a hint to
20-, 36-, 41- and
57-Across
41 Chair in Maine?
42 Pawns
43 Easter egg
coloring
44 Gov. Landon,
who lost to
F.D.R.
45 Film figure with
fangs, for short
47 Aphorism
49 Leaping insect
51 Kit ___ (candy
bars)
55 Butter servings
57 Scream in
Alabama?
59 Prefix with
lateral
60 Pop singer
Brickell

61 Multitude
62 Paul of
“Knocked Up”
63 Bald people may
wear them
64 Singer John
65 “The Danny ___
Show” of the
1960s
66 Narrow opening
67 Sting

Down
1 Time in the
army, say
2 Neophytes
3 Puccini
production
4 Curb
5 “You do the
___!”
6 Artist working on
glass
7 Missile holders
8 Manager
9 In the near
future
10 Eagle’s home
11 Hardheaded
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
12 Frozen waffle
brand
CC AE L R E A BM I E C L M SS P ES NT SE EP R
TO RP I E T N E A NN DO SA HH U TL C I AR SA E 13 Active person
SG CO A T RO E R A T CO KR A I N DO RA UR I S N 21 Not yet decided,
E HX OU UD S E T SO N I C RA KS ST R SO AS T
on a sched.
N I N S EWS A M T R E YO H NA AR SE A 25 “You fell for it!”
CC HE I E C S A G BO AC T L SU B AS L G O L 27 Interlocking
RY ED L S A X S I L LO TO S SE I RA EG NO S
puzzle
E R I NB E D AO CN HN CE O MT BR O D
29 Mao ___-tung
WS OC ER A RMO SG G EE A RA SH E CA FD S 31 “Everything will
N A O NM E I W Y DO I R RK EM E SA OT RS T
___” (“Don’t
R U SA T I M AS T S E A
N I I R SM E A I
worry”)
EG X P P A A N S S A I PO SN T I E SA OM MS E R 32 Plant bristles
AG NO EN T Z O L J O ON UG R NT AU LB I E SD M 33 Scored 100% on
T L AO RC E A L A AN N T EE S TE HC EA SR ID A 34 One-horse
HE Y L ME NG I M SO TO R T RR I E SS TE AT N
carriage

1
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8

No. 1020
9

10

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

24
26

33

34

35

29

36

30

31

32

52

53

54

37

Free Classifieds!
Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.

40

41

42

43

44
47

55

13

25
28

39

12

22

27

38

11

45

48

56

49

46

50

51

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

Puzzle by Daniel Raymon

35 Examined
example
36 Punning and
such
37 Capital on the
Baltic Sea
39 Lamprey ___
40 Flower in
Wordsworth’s “I
Wandered
Lonely as a
Cloud”

45 Abhor
46 Cheerleader’s
cheer
48 Parenthetical
remark

53 English royal
house after York
54 Medical tube
55 Fringe benefit

50 Mario’s brother
in Nintendo’s
Mario Bros.

56 Blue hue

52 Line from the
heart

58 The Beatles’
“___ a Woman”

57 Stitches

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Play another Sudoku
online DAILY at
www.gwhatchet.com/puzzles
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Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)
Alex Byers – Asst. Sports Editor (abyers@gwhatchet.com)

Second-half nosedive seals first basketball loss
Colonials squander
15-point halftime lead

GW SCOREBOARD

from p. 1
The second half began with the Tigers mirroring that chain of events with a missed three
and tip-in of their own – a sign of things to
come as they went on to mirror GW’s earlier
dominance and dictation of the game.
“It happened right away,” Hollis said. “They
came out pretty strong and then we started going on a downward slide.”
The hosts chipped away at the Colonials’
lead as the half progressed, eventually breaking through on a three-pointer by Tay Waller.
GW traded punches with the Tigers for the next
few minutes, but the game was soon to shift
in Auburn’s favor. Lucas Hargrove delivered
a pair of daggers – a trey of his own followed
by a resounding dunk in transition – to put his
team up by seven and energize what had been
a tranquil crowd.
“When a team makes a run, we’ve got to
be able to raise to the level of intensity,” GW
head coach Karl Hobbs said. “As soon as the
intensity of the game went to another level, we
couldn’t match that.”
As the well of outside shooting went dry,
GW also struggled to score inside. Senior Rob
Diggs never effectively asserted himself as an
inside presence, getting called for a pair of traveling violations in the low post before finding
both his minutes and playing style limited by
foul trouble.
Sophomore Xavier Alexander found himself on the wrong end of the officials’ whistles
as well, managing just one shot from the floor,
compared to four fouls, in 16 minutes of action.
He failed to collect a rebound on the day, while
Diggs, the team’s leading rebounder, grabbed
just four.
“Those are two big scorers – big, strong rebounders that we have,” Hollis said. “We definitely missed their presence on the court.”
GW ended the game with a 37-26 deficit on
the boards, with none of the Colonials registering more than Diggs’s four. They also earned
just 13 free-throw shots – all in the second half
– compared to Auburn’s 36, often a sign of a
team’s ability (or inability) to pound the ball
inside.
“It got down to a very physical, tough
game,” Hobbs said. “And they were able to outphysical and out-tough us.”
Much remains to be seen from the Colonials
as they handle their first defeat of the season,
which could demoralize them. Their next game
is at home Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. against
UMBC, whose surprise win over GW early last
season was only the beginning of the Colonials’
struggles. This season is still young, as is much
of this team, and Hobbs said Saturday’s setback
is a lesson in the subject of consistency.
“It goes back to 40 minutes – that’s what I
take away from this game,” he said. “We saw
that we can be a terrific basketball team defensively as well as offensively. Now we’ve got to
put ourselves in a position where we’re doing it
for 40 minutes, not 20 minutes.” 
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GAME ANALYSIS

Loss is 14th straight
against power conferences
by Dan Greene
Senior Staff Writer

Next home game: November 26 vs. UMBC

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Senior guard Noel Wilmore guards an Auburn player during GW's 83-71 loss at Auburn Saturday. Led by Wilmore's hot hand, GW dominated the first half, then collapsed in the second.

AUBURN, Ala. – The story began encouragingly, its characters bore different
identities, but the ending remained the
same. The Colonials paid a visit to a team
from one of college basketball’s power conferences and left with a tally in the loss column for their troubles.
Saturday’s 83-71 lose-from-ahead defeat at Auburn was not last December ’s
thrashings at Alabama and Virginia Tech.
It was not last November ’s loss to perennial powerhouse UCLA in Los Angeles.
Perhaps it was most akin to a late 2006 date
with Southern California, when GW let a
23-point halftime lead slip through their
suddenly cold fingers to lose going away.
Since Hobbs arrived in 2001, GW has
had only one win outside the District
against a program from college basketball’s
six major conferences. That came in the second such game, a six-point win at Providence. Since then, the Colonials are 0-14 in
those contests.
Some have been in the postseason; some
have been in the regular season. Some have
been close games; most have not been.
Some have been against national title contenders; some have been against teams in
the middle or bottom of their conference.
All but one have been losses.
“I think they’re better teams – that’s
what’s different,” Hobbs said, comparing
other opponents to ones from these conferences. “We’re GW and we’re coming in
here trying to beat an SEC team. It’s always
difficult.”
What made this loss special was that
for the game’s first 20 minutes, it was GW
that looked like the big, bad major program
playing on its own court. They picked apart
nearly every opening the Tigers’ defense
permitted, be it repeated failures to cover
shooters on the perimeter or a total neglect
of the paint that allowed juniors Damian
Hollis and Hermann Opoku to connect on
an easy alley-oop.
Auburn, for its part, looked like the
shaky smaller-league program trying to
regain its footing throughout the first half.
The Tigers appeared as flustered by GW’s
defense as they were overwhelmed by its
offense.
But when Aubun corrected its deficiencies in the second half, GW could find no
more to exploit.
In short, the Colonials had no answer
when their SEC hosts began to play like an
SEC team. Until Hobbs and his players find
a solution to this perpetual problem, GW’s
program will have trouble gaining national
recognition and respect. 

Volleyball falls
in A-10 tourney
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Senior Staff Writer

Stephanie Munro, pictured here
in past play, and
GW's women's
basketball team
suffered two
big losses in
Kentucky this
weekend.
Viktors Dindzans/
assistant photo editor

Women lose twice in three days
by Alex Byers
Assistant Sports Editor
When GW women’s basketball coach Mike
Bozeman stepped into the Smith Center’s interview room after the Colonials’ big win last
Monday, even he seemed a little surprised at
how well his team had played in only its second game of the year.
Bozeman got another surprise this weekend
in Kentucky – but this one wasn’t as pleasant.
GW (2-2) couldn’t stay with either Western
Kentucky or the University of Kentucky for 40
minutes this weekend, and fell to both the Hilltoppers and Wildcats. WKU beat GW 72-64 on
Friday, while Kentucky stormed past GW on
Sunday, 67-48.
“I came to Kentucky thinking I was going
to get both games,” Bozeman said in a phone
interview Sunday evening. “That’s not to disregard Western Kentucky or Kentucky. I just
thought that talent-wise on paper, we were
pretty capable of winning both of these games.

The Colonials opened their season last week
with a pair of convincing wins over UMBC and
Coppin State and saw offensive production
come from all over the court. Freshmen Tiana
Myers, Tara Booker and Kay-Kay Allums had
been particularly effective against the Retrievers and the Eagles, and the Colonials’ appeared
to be playing beyond their years in their first
games. In Kentucky, however, GW’s freshmen
played in their first away game – something
that’s easier said than done.
Booker did shoot well against WKU – hitting three three-pointers en route to an 11-point
game – but Myers and Allums made just two
baskets on Friday and that trio shot just 3-of-14
from the floor against Kentucky.
“No doubt about it, it was their first road
trip,” Bozeman said. “To have a road trip of
this magnitude in this kind of environment, I
definitely saw some growing pains in that regard.”
GW’s experience lies underneath the hoop
in twins Jazmine and Jessica Adair. While those

two combined for 25 points against the Hilltoppers, their inside play wasn’t enough to put the
Colonials over the top in either game.
Senior Antelia Parrish had 13 points in
each match-up and was one of the Colonials
more consistent shooters, but Parrish and the
Adairs – who usually account for most of GW’s
rebounding – failed to make an impact on the
boards in Kentucky. GW was out-rebounded
in both games and had particular trouble on
the glass against the Wildcats, where they were
out-rebounded 44-28.
But while the Colonials certainly didn’t
achieve their desired goal this weekend, there
are only four games gone in what is a lengthy
season. They’ve got plenty of time to bounce
back. But in order to truly regain momentum,
they’ll likely have to get back into the mindset
they had coming into this weekend – one that
says although they might be young, they can
play with anyone.
GW’s next game will come Friday, Nov. 28,
against South Alabama at the Smith Center. 

The dream of winning the
Atlantic 10 tournament this
year is over for the GW volleyball team.
The Colonials garnered the
third seed in the annual tournament, a result of winning
the Eastern side of the conference. GW then swept its firstround opponent, Fordham (30) on Friday, but fell to No. 2
seed Dayton University in the
semi-finals (0-3), held at Saint
Louis University on Saturday.
Undefeated No. 1 seed and
host Saint Louis defeated Dayton to win the tournament.
Though the Colonials have
had better A-10 runs, they
have only won the tournament once in the last 10 years:
in 2000, when they defeated
Dayton in the semifinals, then
Xavier to win the title. But this
year’s match against Dayton
did not go as well, GW head
coach Jojit Coronel said.
GW had played Dayton
once before this season, in the
beginning of October at the
Smith Center. Though they
lost that match as well, the
Colonials managed to secure
a game, losing 3-1. Senior outside hitter Liz Moult said the
semifinal match was better
played, despite the sweep.
“Last time we played them,
we stole a game or two, but
that was at the beginning of
the season. They’ve changed
their game and we’ve changed
ours,” Moult said. “The level
of play was much stronger this
time.”
Despite that, the Colonials
only recorded 29 kills and
had a .108 hitting percentage,
around half of the Flyers’ .222
hitting percentage and 41 kills.

Moult said the discrepancy in
statistics was due to Dayton’s
strength: serving.
“They are a very good serving team, and we had trouble
with passing and putting balls
away,” Moult said. “They had
strong hitters, they were an
overall solid team, they had
good passing, good serving
and good hitting, and they ran
their system really well.”
But the team isn’t disheartened by its loss. Moult said
she was satisfied with her final
season at GW.
“It’s hard as a senior to be
done, but ultimately we made
strides,” Moult said. “Only
one team will come out winning. Everyone else is going
to end on a loss. I would absolutely say I’m satisfied with
how we played this weekend.
And it has been a good
season. The Colonials have
made improvements from last
year, surpassing their 2007 record by six wins, and advancing a round further at the A10s. With only three seniors
departing, they’ve set a strong
foundation for next year’s
program.
“I think the program is
moving in the right direction.
We’ve made leaps and bounds
in the last two years,” sophomore outside hitter Leah Hill
said. “I really think we could
have beaten Dayton, and I
can’t wait to get another shot
at them next year.”
Individually, several players had strong performances.
Senior Maggie Wright had
nine digs, a team-high, junior
Katie Butz hit ten kills and
freshman Alyssa Valentine,
recently named A-10 rookie
of the year after winning six
rookie of the week awards, recorded 21 assists. 

